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What works to promote walking at the population level? A systematic review

Charlie Foster, Paul Kelly, Hamish Reid, Nia Roberts, Elaine Murtagh, David Humphreys, Jenna Panter, Karen Milton

Abstract

Objective. Interventions to promote walking have focused on individual or group based approaches – often via the RCT design. Walking can also be promoted using population health approaches. We systematically reviewed the effectiveness of population approaches to promote walking among individuals and populations.

Design. A systematic review

Data Sources. 10 electronic databases searched from January 1990 to March 2017

Eligibility Criteria. Pre and post or experiment studies of the effects of population interventions to change walking. Effects must have been compared with a “no intervention,” or comparison group/area/population, or variation in exposure; duration ≥12 months follow up; participants in free-living populations; English language articles.

Results. 12 studies were identified from mostly urban high-income countries (one focusing on using a tax – incentivising the loss of parking spaces); one using policy only (permitting off-leash dogs in city parks). Five studies used mass media with either environment (n=2) or community approaches (n=3). Four studies used environmental changes that were combined with policies. One study had scaled up school-based approaches to promote safe routes to schools. We found mass media, community initiatives and environmental change approaches increased walking (range from 9 to 75 mins/week).

Summary. Delivering mass media, community initiatives and environmental change together appears to lead to more walking at the population level. There are insufficient data to comment on effectiveness of specific activities within population experimental studies.

word count; 223
INTRODUCTION

“Walking is the only sustained dynamic aerobic activity that is at all common in the population today, so it makes good sense to build on it” (p326). This observation by Morris and Hardman reflects the two key reasons for their conclusion, “walking is the nearest activity to perfect exercise” (p328).1 Walking consistently contributes the largest proportion to overall activity across age groups.2 Secondly walking can be promoted through interventions targeted towards individuals and whole populations via changes in physical environments.3

The 2017 Bangkok Declaration for Physical Activity highlighted the contribution that walking and physical activity promotion can make across broad policy sectors via development and sustainability agendas as well as direct improvements to physical and mental health.4 Reviews of mechanistic trials report the direct impact of walking upon health parameters including improving aerobic capacity, physical functioning and reducing blood pressure, and improving metabolic and weight profiles.5 In England, if one in ten adults (aged 40-60 years) achieved ten minutes of brisk walking per day it would save £310 million per year.6

Ogilvie and colleagues identified a range of key behavioural strategies to initiate and sustain walking, with the majority of interventions targeted towards individuals, assessed using randomised controlled trials (RCTs), rather than communities or populations.7 One potential problem with individual approaches is that they may be resource intensive and difficult to scale-up. Additionally they do not provide national and local policy makers with feasible actions that can be implemented.

To increase physical activity at scale, requires population-based interventions that target entire populations. Population approaches to prevention aim to reduce key risk factors in the whole population, irrespective of individual level of risk. They achieve this by bringing about small changes in risk factor levels in the whole population, resulting in a shift in the population distribution of risk.

Development of population approaches to promote physical activity have been slow compared to other health behaviours, reflecting both the challenge of identifying what population-based approaches are, how they can be implemented, and how best to evaluate their impact.8 The American Heart Association identified a range of population-based approaches for diet, smoking and physical activity using six broad domains of interventions: (1) media and educational campaigns; (2) labelling and consumer information; (3) taxation, subsidies, and other economic incentives; (4) school and workplace approaches; (5) local environmental changes; and (6) direct restrictions and mandates.9 They reported the majority of population approaches
were found within schools, workplaces and local environment interventions categories, with none within direct restrictions and mandates. Echoing Ogilvie et al’s previous findings, this suggests that the definition of a population-based approach for physical activity is a mix of what action and at what scale.⁷

The challenges to evaluating population-based approaches have been partially addressed through the increased use of “natural experiments”.¹⁰ Here we bring together, for the first time, the global evidence for population-based approaches for walking, by extending our previous review of walking interventions.⁷ We aimed to review the effectiveness of population approaches to promote walking among individuals and populations. We assessed whether any population interventions have had sustained effects assessed by longer-term follow-up to see whether changes were truly sustained at scale.³

METHODS

Registration
This study is registered in PROSPERO as CRD42014013143.

Data Search
We included for consideration all studies from our earlier systematic review (1990-2006).⁷ We ran an updated searches using 10 databases: Cochrane Database of Systematic Reviews, Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials, MEDLINE, PubMed, EMBASE, DARE, Science Citation Index, Social Science Citations, SPORTDiscus, PsycINFO. We use the same search terms as our previous review and searched using the timeframe March 2006-March 2017. We conducted a purposive search of three additional websites (Active Living Research, Sustrans (a UK based sustainable transport charity), Transport Research Laboratory), identified possible studies from systematic reviews, and snowballed potential studies from reference lists of included studies. We also contacted authors of included studies and asked them to identify any additional studies. The full strategy is presented as “Supplementary File”.

Eligibility Criteria
We selected studies based on the following inclusion criteria: randomised controlled trials and non-randomised controlled pre and post experimental, “natural” experiment or observational studies of the effects of any type of intervention which aimed to change walking. Walking was defined as commonly understood in everyday life, undertaken for any or all purposes including transport, leisure, sport, dog walking, exercise or fitness. We included studies where the outcome measures were assessed at least 12 months after the start of the intervention and where the effects of the
intervention were compared with those observed in a “no intervention,” “attention control,” or “minimal intervention” control or comparison group, area, or population, or where controlled comparisons were made (for example where variation in exposure was used as the basis for comparisons (e.g. based on distance). We excluded studies in which the ‘control’ condition consisted of an alternative intervention which was intended or likely to promote walking and which exceeded what we judged could reasonably be described as ‘standard’ or ‘usual’ care, treatment or practice. Studies had to include free-living populations (not part of any institutionalised community, e.g. prison population) within a community as defined by a geographical boundary. Participants in studies needed to be exposed to the intervention and not within a local small area (for example one park or street). We included English language articles published in peer-reviewed journals between January 1990 and March 2017.

We defined population-based approaches to promote walking as approaches involving one or more of the following approaches; (1) mass media, social media and education campaigns – for example media campaigns with technological support; (2) taxation, subsidies, and other economic incentives - for example subsidised gym membership, financial incentives to cycle/ disincentives to drive; (3) regional or federal community, school and workplace approaches (must be at scale); (4) environmental changes – for example: bike trails, cycle parking, pedestrianised city centres, new parks, improvements to existing parks, closing streets; and (5) policies with direct restrictions and mandates – for example building regulations, speed restrictions on roads.

Study Selection
Titles and abstracts were screened by three authors (KM, PK, HR), with 10% sample of exclusion decisions (other than obviously irrelevant studies) being cross-checked by another reviewer (CF). Three authors (CF, KM, PK) independently screening for eligibility against the inclusion criteria with any disagreements resolved jointly against inclusion criteria.

Data Extraction
At least two from three authors (CF, KM, PK) extracted data independently for the characteristics of included studies with the lead author (CF) extracting data from all studies. The authors reviewed all undecided data in plenary session.

Assessment of the risk of bias
We assessed study validity using seven binary criteria identical to those used in our previous systematic review. These criteria are applicable across the range of included study designs rather than applying a metric from within one study design. Indeed this approach is considered more appropriate to these types of reviews, which include a variety of study designs rather than using the assessment criteria for risk of bias within
one study type. Two authors assessed these criteria independently for randomization, exposure, representativeness, comparability, attrition or sample size, period of assessment (period of time used for the measurement of walking), and whether the instrument used to assess walking was appropriate to the research question(s) of the study.

Synthesis of results
We categorised studies according to the main approach of the intervention studied. We summarised the walking outcomes for each study in terms of the net change in walking after adjustment for changes in the control group, using the most inclusive measure of walking available for each study, and tabulated the key characteristics and outcomes of the studies within each category in descending order of study validity. We examined the types of interventions, study designs, participants, and outcome metrics and the durations of follow-up. We repeated our previous analysis by plotting the relation between estimated effect size and sample size in descending order of study validity, using the common single metric across studies, net change in time spent walking (minutes/week). Given the heterogeneity of included studies we were unable to conduct a meta-analysis, nor a forest plot (i.e. intervention approaches and comparators).

RESULTS

Selection of Studies
We search 10 electronic databases from 2006 -2017 to update our previous systematic review. Our search produced 28,074 records (Figure 1). Our screening identified 404 papers for potential inclusion plus the additional 48 papers from our previous review, and 11 papers/reports from web searches. We screened 463 full text papers against our inclusion criteria with 451 excluded primarily for having the wrong aim/design, i.e. not a population approach (176), not reporting walking as an outcome (148), having no comparison group or an ineligible comparison (113), not including follow-up at of at least 12 months (11), and not being at population scale (3). Twelve studies met our inclusion criteria, including five from our original review and seven conducted since 2007.

INSERT FIGURE 1

Study characteristics
The characteristics of studies in terms of intervention approaches, intervention theory, population, demographics, location, study design, and types of walking outcome measure are shown in Table 1. Eleven studies were from High Income Countries (6 – USA, 2 – UK, and one each from Canada, The Netherlands, Belgium), with only one study from an Upper Middle Income Country – Brazil (UN 2017). We
found studies had utilised all five intervention approaches with only one focusing on using a taxation approaches only, and one policy only approaches. The majority of studies from pre 2007 had used mass media with either environment (2 studies), or community approaches (3 studies). Studies post 2007 used environmental changes plus policies. One study scaled up school-based approaches to promote safe routes to schools and this study was the only study to include direct measures of physical activity among children. McCormack et al (2016) made observations of park users and categorised them into child/teen or adult/older adult. Only two studies examined effects of the approaches at and beyond two years, with Goodman et al (2016) following up a longitudinal cohort at 24 months and De Cocker et al (2007) evaluating effects at 48 months.

INSERT TABLE 1

The mix of intervention approaches shows the influence of the social ecological framework with three studies reporting this as their theoretical approach. Two early mass media and community mobilization approaches were based more on individualized theories; the Theory of Planned Behaviour and the Transtheoretical Model. Goodman and colleagues developed a General Theoretical Model, derived from a number of social ecological and individual theories. Two studies did not report any established underpinning theory for their approaches. Droomers (2015) utilised Cozens’ Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design Theory, which is based on increasing citizen surveillance and improving environmental infrastructure, leading to reductions in feelings of vulnerability and the development of social networks.

Studies used designs which all attempted to present potential intervention effects against a comparison area or setting. Repeated cross sectional studies were used with independent samples or longitudinal follow up of a cohort. Most studies selected a comparison area, matched on demographic variables. Three studies analysed their outcome based on different degrees of exposure to the intervention (i.e. proximity to the new infrastructure or development). All three studies used transport network distance from home location to the nearest point of new infrastructure to define intervention exposure, making the comparisons between those who lived closer and those who lived further away from the infrastructure.

**Magnitude of effects on walking by population based approach**

We identified 8 studies with the common outcome metric of mins/week walking to estimate the magnitude of effects across a mix of population-based approaches, based on more robust studies (Table 2, Table 3). We found evidence from mass media and environmental infrastructure or community events, and environmental change approaches that walking could be increased (range 9 to 75 mins/week) (Figure 2).
Mass media, social media and education campaigns - Five studies used mass media campaigns, underpinned by environmental changes, and/or community and individual initiatives (e.g. walking groups, individual materials/advice and pedometers), all reflecting their ecological and psychological frameworks. These studies assessed the impacts of their mix of approaches at the population level with only two reporting effects at 12 months follow up.

Taxation, subsidies, and other economic incentives – Only Shoup (1997) evaluated the direct effects of an incentive based approach to change workplace-parking by incentivising the loss of parking space and supporting other commuting modes, in eight Californian urban workplaces. With varying length of follow up between 12 to 36 months, the proportion of walking as the new main mode of travel to work increased from 2.3% to 3.4% (P<0.01) compared with no change at a single control workplace.

Regional or federal community, school and workplace approaches – Only Macdonald (2013) reported the effects of an at scale school approach. The study evaluated the Oregon Safe Routes to School program with education and environmental changes (sidewalks, crossings, covered bike parking), implemented across 14 schools in urban Eugene. The approach utilised education only and education plus environmental changes compared to comparison schools and reported positive increases in the proportion of children reporting walking trips to school between 5% (education only) and 20% (education plus environmental changes) per school.

Environmental changes – The construction of new environmental infrastructure upon walking was evaluated by four recent studies. Goodman et al (2014) reported the effects of new cycle and walking infrastructure, with construction of traffic routes for walking and cycling (construction of traffic free bridge, riverside boardwalk) across three UK cities. They reported that mins per week of walking for transport and walking for recreation per km proximity to infrastructure at 12 months follow up did not increase, with only walking for transport significantly increasing at 24 months follow up (8.8 mins/week - 95%CI 2.8, 14.8). Droomers et al 2015 reported no differences in walking for leisure at least once a week for residents from 24 of the most deprived neighbourhoods where parks or green space were improved, between intervention and control areas. Panter et al 2016 reported the impact of a new guided bus service and new walking and cycle routes on the residents from the environs of Cambridge, UK. They reported a non-significant increase in mean walking for commuting for residents who increased walking mean 73.4, (SD 66.6), RR 0.90 (0.69 to 1.19) with a graded exposure to busway. Pazin et al (2016) examined the impact of new
environmental changes with construction of new walking and cycling infrastructure, including a new road, walking route and parking, on leisure time walking. They reported an increase of 32 mins/week of leisure time walking for residents living within 500m of the new infrastructure compared to residents living further away (501m – 1500m).

*Policies with direct restrictions and mandates* – Only McCormack (2016) evaluated the direct impact of the implementation of a new policy permitting off-leash dogs in city parks. These parks had not had any environmental modifications so the only approach was the new rule allowing dogs to run free “off-leash”. The authors reported, based on observations of park users and their activities, that in parks operating the new policy the likelihood of walking did not change in intervention parks but did increase in the control park (OR 1.79 95%CI 1.13, 2.83).

*Risk of bias*
A summary of validity assessment scores is presented in Table 3 and shows a consistent issue in relation to randomisation. No studies reported randomisation as this is typically an approach to distribute bias at an individual level. Instead, as suggested by Craig et al (2011), authors deployed different designs, such as random sampling and adjustment for confounders to tackle potential bias. However nearly all studies, with one exception, attempted to tackle these issues with loss to follow up remaining a challenge, particularly in longitudinal designs. Nearly all studies used self-report instruments to assess walking which were capable of assessing the outcome and had demonstrated measurement metrics for reliability and validity in a published or pilot study. Only one study reported using a pedometer as an objective measure of walking (De Cocker 2007).

**DISCUSSION**

*Key findings*
Our evaluation of 12 population based approaches to promote walking identified examples across 5 types of public health mechanisms. Natural experiments that combined three approaches -- mass media, community initiatives and environmental change – increased people’s walking. Walking could be increased (range 9 to 75 mins/week) when experiments included both transport and recreation domains, but due to the heterogeneity of the small number of studies, we cannot comment on the effectiveness of specific activities within studies.

Only 4 studies evaluated impacts on walking beyond a 12-month follow-up. Although there were relatively few studies the quality of this evidence base was encouraging with robust and novel approaches adopted for sampling and data analysis.
Few studies evaluated the impact of other types of population based approaches, particularly taxation, subsidies, and other economic incentives. There is great interest in using these levers in other population approaches to public health and examples include interventions to impact on car use (e.g. congestion charging schemes), nutrition (e.g. taxes on high sugar beverages) and alcohol (e.g. minimum pricing per units), with the most established research relating to taxation of tobacco products.

Hou et al (2011) examined the associations between time-varying petrol prices and time varying levels of physical activity from 1992/3 to 2000/1. They reported that a 25 cent increase in petrol price was significantly associated with a small (3% overall) increase in total physical activity levels, roughly equivalent to 17 mins/week walking. Green and colleagues evaluated the impact of a free bus scheme on the travel patterns of young people in London and reported an increase in use of buses but without significant reductions in walking trips and no evidence of changes in the distance walked. Such examples are less common in physical activity but the opportunity to evaluate both fiscal incentives and disincentives is possible and should be explored further. The advance of technology based commercial products and applications (e.g. wearable physical activity trackers/monitors) at scale also remain unevaluated.

The challenges of evaluating large-scale population approaches to promoting walking reflect the practical and political issues needed to construct a robust research framework for a process where when implementation lies outside of scientific control. There were delays in the delivery of infrastructure changes, which in the case of one study delayed the timing of data collection and assessment of outcomes. As Baker et al (2015) suggest it would be helpful to have a greater number of measurement points spanning the pre delivery, delivery and follow up periods, which would also mitigate against any secular trends or regression to the mean.

The challenge of developing the effectiveness evidence base for population approaches is not new, and mirrors the historical development of the evidence base for individual approaches to changing behaviour. Hillsdon et al’s systematic review and meta-analysis of individual focused RCTs found that studies were often conducted without a priori theory, used short term follow up, and used low quality designs and analysis. This is likely to have restricted the implementation of this findings into practice. These issues were addressed with an increase in number, quality (theoretical basis and methods) and follow up in the conduct of walking and physical activity trials.

The limited number of evaluations of the impact of population based approaches for walking and physical activity promotion compared to individual or group based interventions is an example of “the inverse evidence law” – the situation where “we
know least about the effects of interventions most likely to influence the health of the largest number of people”. The use of socio-ecological theoretical frameworks was more evident in the more recent studies than at the time of our earlier systematic review, reflecting a shift to the use of integrated or system theories for community interventions. However socio-ecological model may give researchers a theoretical framework that is too generic and future research might also consider models that embrace systems and complexity.

We were surprised that these approaches did not utilise aspects of the social environment as part of their intervention approaches. The social environment has been proposed as an important determinant of physical activity through different mechanisms, impacting via social support and social networks, socioeconomic position and income inequality, racial discrimination, social cohesion and social capital, and neighbourhood factors. We feel the potential for constructing evaluation frameworks for these approaches and rapidly improving the evidence base should be a priority for research funding.

Strengths and limitations
Our review is the first to identify the global evidence base of 12 studies investigating the long-term impact of population-based approaches to promote walking, across five public health mechanisms. This evidence base has developed slowly since our previous systematic review but we were inclusive towards study designs utilising, “natural experiments” and have also performed an appraisal of the quality of this evidence base that is pragmatic and sensitive. We have been able to characterise examples of approaches that have reported changes in walking, using three approaches of mass media, community initiatives and environmental change. One explanation for this could be that these types of population-based approaches are easier to plan and deliver and therefore more likely to appear in literature than less controllable interventions like large scale environmental or policy changes, that could be more prone to disruption (and less likely to be published).

We report several limitations. The findings of our review are limited to higher income countries, as we did not find any approaches from low middle income or low-income countries. We only included studies published in the English language. We only included studies that had walking as part of their primary outcomes and this did limit the inclusion of a number of included studies that used physical activity as their main outcome. We were unable to quantify effects of interventions in a meta-analysis due to intervention and measurement heterogeneity. Study outcomes were largely derived from self-report measures, which are prone to reporting bias. However, studies used established and often validated measures. As epidemiological evidence on the impact of walking speed and cadence on health is developed, future studies
may seek more objective data by using pedometers or accelerometers, or commercial fitness monitoring devices.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Our evaluation of 12 population based approaches to promote walking identified examples across 5 types of public health mechanisms. For the first time we found evidence from studies utilising “natural experiments” for the overall effectiveness of approaches, particularly ones that combined three intervention approaches - mass media, community initiatives and environmental change. The precise combination of active and effective approaches within these studies will require further detailed process evaluation.

Our review is relevant to outline plans of the new draft WHO Global Physical Activity Action Plan that stresses community and citywide approaches to promoting walking for transport and recreation via active environments and policy systems. The physical activity research community has a duty to serve the vision and legacy of Hardman and Morris. We must use “our good sense” to build on this new evidence base for walking promotion, by conducting pragmatic, responsive and high quality evaluations of future population approaches.

SUMMARY BOX (3-4 bullet points)

What is already known?

- The promotion of walking produces consistent benefits for individual in terms of physical and mental health
• But the evidence on how to promote walking has been focused on individual approaches.
• Population approaches can reach across whole populations but the effectiveness of these is needed to identify what work, at scale?

What are the new findings?
• Our review identified a new and emerging evidence base for three population approaches to promote walking, mass media and environmental infrastructure or community events, and environmental change approaches.
• The precise combination of active and effective approaches within these studies will require further detailed outcome and process evaluation.

LEGENDS FOR IMAGES

Figure 1  Study selection flow chart
Figure 2  Estimated net increase in types of walking. Studies are ranked by validity (number of criteria met, see table 3), then baseline sample size

Key Messages

1. Walking is the near to perfect form of accessible, affordable and healthy type of physical activity.

2. The evidence base for the effectiveness of intervention to promote walking has been focused on individualised approaches rather than population based interventions.

3. Population based intervention to promote walking include aim to reduce key risk factors in the whole population, irrespective of individual level of risk.

4. They use a mixture of approaches from (1) mass media, social media and education campaigns, (2) taxation, subsidies, and other economic incentives, (3) at scale regional or federal community, school and workplace approaches, (4) environmental changes, and (5) policies with direct restrictions and mandates.

5. Our review found only evidence from mass media and environmental infrastructure or community events, and environmental change approaches
that walking could be increased (range from 9 to 75 mins/week), from high/middle income countries.

6. Our review identifies that there is a new and emerging evidence base for population approaches to walking promotion but, at this stage, only limited conclusions can be drawn about effectiveness of specific activities within studies.
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